
2012 Forest Inventory Growth Plot
 Jonathan Roux

Purpose: To study the growth of multiple trees in a 1/10 acre plot and to compare their growth  
(Diameter at Breast Height) by species to the same study six years ago.

Hypothesis: Of the species present: white birch, american beech, white pine, balsalm fir, eastern 
hemlock, red oak, red maple, and eastern red spruce the white pine species will show the greatest 

growth in DBH over the past six years.
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Tree Species
Key

WP=White Pine	 	 AB=American Beech	 NRS=Northern Red Spruce	 NRO=Northern Red Oak
EH=Eastern Hemlock 	 BF=Balsalm Fir	               WB=White Beech		               RM=Red Maple

Location of F.I.G Plot

Current Projection of F.I.G Plot (2012)

! Measuring a Plot: Procedure
1. To measure a tree, first measure 4.5 feet up from there base.
2. Next, use diameter tape to measure the diameter of the 

circumference of the tree (DBH).
3. Record the data on the FIG data table sheet.
4. Answer the following questions: Is the bole area of the tree 

affected, and if so by what conditions and at what percent?  
The bole of a tree is the trunk.  The type of damage is: 
mechanical, disease, weather, insects, and other.  Is the 
crown of the tree affected, and if so by what conditions and 
what percent?  The crown is the canopy of the trees.  This 
can be categorized as leaf and branch damage.

5. Last, follow steps 1-4 for every tree in the plot.

! Measuring a satellite plot: Procedure
1. To the best of your capabilities, determine what total 

percentage of the vegetative ground cover in each satellite 
plot to the nearest 5% increment of estimation is. When 
deciding the percentage, imagine the bird’s eye view of all 
the living plants in the 1/500th acre plot from the height of 12 
feet.

2. Determine the approximate percentage of ground covered by 
the species ground categories (shrubs, wildflowers, grasses, 
litters, fungus, mosses, etc.) in the 1/500th acre plot to the 
nearest 5% increment of estimation. The total ground 
coverage is the sum of each species identified, and therefore 
can exceed or be less then 100% if some species may 
overlap other species or if there are areas of bare ground. 

3. In the satellite plots, shrubs will be defined as all woody 
plants between 2 and 12 feet in height. Although this 
definition is incorrect, it will include tree saplings between 2 
and 12 feet in height.

4. Record on the data tables the number of deciduous and 
coniferous seedlings less than 1 inch in diameter found in 
each satellite plot.

5. Record the number of saplings found in each satellite plot.

Conclusion:
Based on the average DBH, Red Oak 
had greatest average DBH growth over 
the six years. Thus, the hypothesis is 
rejected.  However, this graph may be 
misleading because the Red Oak 
species only had one tree in the plot 
over the six years. So it only measured 
the change of one tree. Another species 
that also showed high growth over the 
six years was the Eastern Hemlock. The 
Eastern Hemlock had 17 trees in 2007 
and 14 trees in 2012 with an average 
DBH change at positive 0.73 inches. 
This is a measurement of many trees 
not just one and it was the second 
highest average DBH change behind 
the Red Oak. So in conclusion the 
Eastern Hemlock species had the 
greatest amount of growth over these 
past six years.  They were also the most 
numerous species on the plot.  The 
balsalm fir had negative growth 
because the largest balsalm fir from last 
year died, making the average growth 
decline.
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Theory
Background Information
! A forest inventory growth plot (FIG) is 1/10 of an acre where trees inside that plot 

are tracked using certain dependent factors like DBH over time. The plot that is being 

tracked is located in the Cathance River Preserve, Topsham, Maine where there 

currently are 50 trees within the plot. A forest inventory growth plot is useful for 

predicting the future growth of forests in the area around the plot. In the plot there are 

eight different species of trees; Eastern Hemlock, White Pine, American beech, White 

Birch, Balsam Fir,  Red Maple, Red Oak, and Northern Red Spruce. The dependent 

factors that are being studied in the plot are the DBH, which means for diameter breast 

hight (at four feet), any damage to the trees, and height of the trees. There are four 

other satellite plots which are 1/500th of a acre, to determine change in forest under 

growth. There is a satellite plot at the north, east, west, and south ends of the 1/10th 

acre plot. 

! Trees are one of the biggest plants that grow on earth, and they are a part of 

almost all ecosystems. A tree consists of a trunk, which is the main part of the tree and 

gives the tree stability and branches which make the tree look wide and full. A tree has 

to be over 13 feet tall to be a tree anything smaller than that would be a sapling (baby 

tree), and they have to have a DBH of 3 inches or higher. There are two major groups 

that most trees are a part of, and these groups are coniferous and deciduous trees. 

Deciduous trees are defined as trees that lose there leaves every fall. A couple of 

examples of tree that are deciduous are maples, oaks, and beeches. How you can tell 



these different trees apart is by looking at their leaves and bark. Most deciduous trees 

are considered angiosperms, which mean that their seeds are enclosed in an ovary. 

Coniferous trees are also known as evergreens and have needle shaped leaves. Most 

coniferous trees do not lose its leaves before winter but do shed their leaves. The only 

reason one does not notice a coniferous tree shed its leaves is because the leaves 

grow and die at a constant rate. Examples of this kind of tree are balsam fir, white pine, 

and spruce. All coniferous trees are gymnosperms which mean that their seeds are not 

enclosed in a ovary. 

! A forest is an area of land that is covered mainly by trees and undergrowth. There 

are three main types of forests, and they are temperate forests, boreal forests, and 

tropical rain forests. Tropical rain forests get their names because they receive on 

average more then 100 inches of rain each year. They have the most diverse plant and 

animal life on the whole planet. They are all located near the equator which is why they 

get so much rainfall. Temperate forests are found here in Maine. They consist of 

coniferous and deciduous trees. In temperate forest there are mostly deciduous trees 

and not coniferous trees. Last but not least there are boreal forests which consist of 

coniferous trees only. Boral forests are in cold climates where temperatures stay in the 

negatives and there is only a short growing season. All the deciduous hardwood trees 

are not able to grow fast enough to sustain in this environment. An example of this 

forest would be Canada where it is very cold most of the time and there are only 

coniferous trees.!

! Trees play important roles in more than one nutrient cycle.  The phosphorus, 

carbon, nitrogen, oxygen, and of course, water cycles are all affected by trees.  First is 



the carbon cycle.  Trees have a huge impact on carbon levels in the atmosphere.  Vast 

amounts of CO2 are taken from the atmosphere at any given time.  Also carbon is 

released through cellular respiration.  The nitrogen cycle also depends a little on trees.  

Here the nitrogen is given to herbivores (consumers) though the trees.  Deciduous trees 

are especially helpful in this cycle because each year when their leaves fall, some of the 

nitrogen is returned to the ground.  Next is the phosphorus cycle.  The phosphorus 

cycle differs from the previous two because there is no atmospheric component during 

the cycle.  This is where trees come in.  The roots of the trees start the cycle by 

obtaining phosphorus directly from the soil.  Trees also are the passageways of 

phosphorus to the consumers.  Water is absorbed by trees into their trunk and leaves.  

Then during cellular transpiration, trees release the water back into the air.  This is 

important because it reduces the amount of time that water is in the ground and makes 

more precipitation over land possible.  Last is the oxygen cycle.  Trees both use oxygen 

during respiration, but also during photosynthesis they release it.  Therefore, trees are 

important and sometimes essential in many cycles.

! As stated in the first paragraph, there are multiple species of trees in the plot.  

These trees again are: American Beech, Eastern Hemlock, White Pine, White Birch, 

Northern Red Spruce, Red Oak, Red Maple, and Balsam Fir.

! American Beech trees, or Fagus grandifolia, are deciduous and can grow from 

50 to 70 feet tall.  The average American Beech grows from half a foot to two feet in 

height every year.  This type of beech does well in full sun.  They have three to six inch 

serrated leaves in a teardrop like shape that emerge during late spring.  American 

Beeches are spread mostly along the east coast.



! Eastern Hemlocks, or Tsuga canadensis, are coniferous trees with a fully grown 

height of 40 to 70 feet.  These trees also grow from one foot to two feet a year and do 

well in full sun.   This Hemlock grows best in acidic soils.

! White Pines, or Pinus strobus, are coniferous trees that grows from 50 to 80 feet 

tall.  These pines grow at a fast rate which is over two feet per year.  They do not care to 

grow furthest north because they like moist soil and the northern frozen soil does not 

work.  White Pines are very popular in the lumber industry and are the Maine state tree.  

! The white birch, or Betula papyrifera, is a deciduous tree that grows 50 to 70 feet 

tall.  These trees can average a foot and a half to over two feet a year of growth.  This 

tree also does best in full sun.  The leaves range from one to five inches long.

! The northern red spruce, otherwise known as the Picea rubens, is a tree that is in 

the 1/10 of an acre plot. The northern red spruce is a coniferous tree that is found in 

northern parts of the U.S. and all over Canada. The northern red spruce grows from 

anywhere in between 59-131 feet at full maturity, this varies due to growing conditions. 

It can live for 250 to 450 years, growing no more than one foot every year, thus it is in 

the category of slow to moderate rate of growth. 

! The northern red oak, otherwise known as the Quercus rubra is also in the 1/10 of 

an acre plot. The northern red oak is a native of North America, and grows in Canada. It 

is a deciduous tree and grow to about 91-158 feet tall. The northern red oak is in the 

fast growing category and in the begging stages can grow two feet per year. Oak trees 

are very useful for building nice looking furniture and are used to build trim, for houses. 

! The red maple, otherwise known as the Acer rubrum is found in the 1/10 of an acre 

plot. The red maple is found all over North America and is a deciduous tree. The red 



maple lives over 150 years long and reaches maturity at 70-80 years. The red maple is 

in the fast growing category and does 90% of its growing during the first 54 days of it 

life.  It reaches 40-60 feet tall by growing about 1-2 feet per year. 

! The Balsam Fir, otherwise known as the Abies balsamea, is found in the 1/10 of an 

acre plot. It is a North American fir and is found in the northern part of the U.S. A Balsam 

Fir grows to about 46-66 feet and they are in the slow growing category, growing less 

than one foot a year. It is a coniferous tree and has leaves that are shaped like needles.

! Just like with any other experiment, there will be independent and dependent 

factors.  The dependent factors include Diameter at Breast Height, bole damage, crown 

damage, and lastly, height.  These factors are also connected to the growth of the trees.  

Independent factors in this case are what would effect the threes growth.  One of these 

independent factors is soil pH. The reason that soil pH is used is because soil pH is an 

indication of forest health, soil quality, and tree health conditions.  Going back to the 

cycles mentioned earlier, in the phosphorus cycle phosphorus was transferred through 

roots to the tree itself.  A soil pH of seven and bellow will allow the phosphorus to travel 

faster up the roots than if the soil pH is above seven.

! Based on forest cover as a percentage, Maine is the most forested state in the 

United States.  Parts of Maine’s forests are regularly studied by the State, some of 

which are protected, such as the Cathance Preserve’s forest, making it a good place for 

the study for forest growth.  Therefore, the forest work done at the Cathance River 

Preserve is important to the natural health of the forests of Maine by providing foresters 

with important information.  They can make good decisions about the health of the 

forests by the data recorded.



Purpose: To study the growth of multiple trees in a 1/10 acre lot and will compare their 
growth (crown, height, DBH, bowl) by species to the same study six years ago.

Hypothesis: Of the species present: white birch, american beach, white pine, balsam fir, 
and eastern hemlock, the white pine species will show the greatest growth over the past 
six years.

Procedure:
! Creating a Plot:

1. Create a center point for your 1/10 acre plot.  This is located with the latitude of North 
43 deg and 57.507’, West 69 deg and 56.994’.

2. Measure 37.2 ft. North, South, East, and West using magnetic North as guidance.

3. Create a line from your center point to magnetic North.  From here, us the center 
point as a pivot point and move that line counter-clockwise to mark all of the trees the 
line encounters from 1.

! Measuring a Plot:
1. To measure a tree, first measure 4.5 feet up from there base.

2. Next, use diameter tape to measure the diameter of the circumference of the tree.



3. Record the data on the FIG data table sheet.

4. Answer the following questions: Is the bole area of the tree affected, and if so by what 
conditions and at what percent?  The bole of a tree is the trunk.  They type of damage 
is: mechanical, disease, weather, insects, and other.  Is the crown of the tree affected, 
and if so by what conditions and what percent?  The crown is the canopy of the trees.  
This can be categorized as leave and branch damage.

5. Last, follow steps 1-4 for every tree in the plot.

! Creating a satellite plot:
1. Instead of measuring 37.2 ft. North, South, East and West, measure 50 ft. instead 

and mark with flags.

2. Create a 1/500 acre plots around these flags.  The radius of these plots will be 5.27 ft.

3. Keep in mind that these areas should not walked on to avoid data corruption.

! Measuring a satellite plot:
1. To the best of your capabilities, determine what total percentage of the vegetative 

ground cover in each satellite plot to the nearest 5% increment of estimation is. When 
deciding the percentage, imagine the bird’s eye view of all the living plants in the 
1/500th acre plot from the height of 12 feet.

2. Determine the approximate percentage of ground covered by the species ground 
categories (shrubs, wildflowers, grasses, litters, fungus, mosses, etc.) in the 1/500th 
acre plot to the nearest 5% increment of estimation. The total ground coverage is the 
sum of each species identified, and therefore can exceed or be less then 100% if 
some species may overlap other species or if there are areas of bare ground. 

3. In the satellite plots, shrubs will be defined as all woody plants between 2 and 12 feet 
in height. Although this definition is incorrect, it will include tree saplings between 2 
and 12 feet in height.

4. Record on the data tables the number of deciduous and coniferous seedlings less 
than 1 inch in diameter found in each satellite plot.

5. Record the number of saplings found in each satellite plot.

! Topography:
1. To find the location of the plot in latitude and longitude, use the “average location” 

feature on a GPS unit, and determine the location of the center.  Convert this to 
degrees, minutes, and seconds.  Record your results on the Physical Characteristics 
Field Data Sheet.  



2. Determine the elevation above sea level using a topographic map of the area.  
Although GPS determinations of elevation can be used, they have a large margin of 
error.

3. Determine the percent of slope and direction (the aspect) of your test area using a 
clinometer and compass.  Your forester can help you with this determination.

4. One the Physical Characteristics Field Data Sheet, fill in these question: Are thee 
signs of glaciations? if yes, please explain.

5. Using the map and compass, determine the direction and distance to the nearest 
body of water.

! Soils:
1. First, locate a patch of relatively bare ground within center of the plot. 

2. Using a trowel, dig into the soil until the top of the trowel is touching the ground.

3. Bring up the soil and separate the different section of soil (there should be three 
layers: dark brown/organic, harder brown/A, and clay/B).  These layers should be 
labeled respectively.

4. Mix each section of soil in separate cups with distilled water until it become a muddy 
solution.

5. Let sit for 15 minutes.

6. Using pH paper, measure the pH of each solution.

7. Repeat steps 1-3.  Instead of mixing the different sections this time, just put each 
section into a different bag, labeled.

8. When arriving back at the lab, find the mass of each section and record it.  After 
recording, put each section into the incubator.

9. Once each section is dry, mass them again.  Then divide the dry mass by the first 
mass and this is the moisture content.  Record this number.

Materials:
1. Data sheets for 1/10 acre FIG plot.
2. Data sheets for Satellite plots.
3. Tree identification guide
4. DBH measuring tape (diameter tape).
5. Clinometer.
6. 100 ft. measuring tape.
7. Digital Camera



8. Baltimore Stick
9. Sharpie
10. Ground Bore
11. pH paper
12. Distilled Water

Safety Considerations:
1. There are no dangerous tools being used.  Thus, basic safety must be taken into 

consideration because of the roots everywhere: no horseplay, no running, and one 

should be wearing closed toed boots.

Observations:
! Although there were not many observations while in the woods, there were 

some.  The first was that there was not much wildlife in the area.  During the seven 

weeks at the Cathance River Preserve, not one mammal or bird was seen on the plot.  

Another observation was that most of the deciduous trees had no leaves because of the 

changing seasons.  Also, during week two on tree number 46, a fallen Red Spruce, 

there were some interesting either slugs or leech like creatures seen.  These creatures 

were black with white spots and was gone the following week.  Last, a good proportion 

of the dead trees were seen at the top of the plot.  The plot on located on a hill.  This hill 

slopes downward from south to north.  Thus, most of the dead trees were on the south 

side of the plot where the plot reaches its greatest elevation.

Data Tables:
Plot location: North 43˚ 57min 30.3 sec latitude; West 69˚ 57min 59.4 sec longitude

1/10 Acre Plot Data Table
Tree Species Tree 

Status
DBH

(inches)
Damage 

type 
crown

Damage 
% 

crown 

Damage 
type 
bole

Damage 
% bole

1 Eastern 
Hemlock

live 11.5 none 0 none 0



Tree Species Tree 
Status

DBH
(inches)

Damage 
type 

crown

Damage 
% 

crown 

Damage 
type 
bole

Damage 
% bole

2 Eastern 
Hemlock

live 10.1 none 0 none 0

3 American 
Beech

live 5 no crown 100 disease 75-100

4 American 
Beech

live 3.1 branche
s

0-25 disease 75-100

5 American 
Beech

live 8.1 none 0 disease 51-75

6 white 
pine 

live 9.1 none 0 none 0

7 American 
Beech

live 6 none 0 disease 75-100

8 White 
Birch

Dead 
standing

6.6 none 0 none 0

9 Not found Not found Not found Not found Not found Not found Not found 

10 Northern 
Red 

Spruce

live 4.6 2 25-50 none 0

11 Eastern 
Hemlock

live 5.5 none 0 mechani
cal

0-25

12 Eastern 
Hemlock

live 6.1 none 0 none 0

13 Northern 
Red 

Spruce

live 7 none 0 none 0

14 white 
pine 

live 5.7 2 50-75 none 0

15 Northern 
Red 

Spruce

live 5.9 none 0 none 0



Tree Species Tree 
Status

DBH
(inches)

Damage 
type 

crown

Damage 
% 

crown 

Damage 
type 
bole

Damage 
% bole

16 white 
pine 

live 17.3 none 0 none 0

17 Eastern 
Hemlock

live 12.5 none 0 none 0

18 American 
Beech

dead 
standing

6.5 no crown 100 none 0

19 northern 
red oak

live 7.1 none 0 none 0

20 Eastern 
Hemlock

live 3.7 none 0 none 0

21 White 
Birch

live 6.9 none 0 none 0

22 Eastern 
Hemlock

live 3.3 none 0 none 0

23 White 
Birch

live 7.3 none 0 none 0

24 Eastern 
Hemlock

live 15.3 none 0 none 0

25 Eastern 
Hemlock

live 2.2 none 0 none 0

26 Balsam 
Fir

live 3 none 0 none 0

27 White 
Birch

dead 
standing

8.3 no crown 100 weather 0-25

28 Eastern 
Hemlock

dead 
standing

4.1 branche
s

75-100 disease 
and 

other

75-100

29 white 
pine 

live 7.9 none 0 none 0



Tree Species Tree 
Status

DBH
(inches)

Damage 
type 

crown

Damage 
% 

crown 

Damage 
type 
bole

Damage 
% bole

30 Balsam 
Fir

live 2.1 none 0 none 0

31 Red 
Maple

live 6.4 none 0 none 0

32 Balsam 
Fir

live 3.2 none 0 none 0

33 White 
Birch

dead 
down

DeadDeadDeadDeadDead

34 White 
Birch

dead 
standing

7.5 no crown 100 none 0

35 White 
Birch

dead 
down

DeadDeadDeadDeadDead

36 white 
pine 

live 7.7 none 0 none 0

37 Eastern 
Hemlock

live 7.9 none 0 none 0

38 Eastern 
Hemlock

live 8.6 none 0 none 0

39 Eastern 
Hemlock

live 10.1 none 0 none 0

40 White 
Birch

live 10.2 none 0 none 0

41 White 
Birch

live 8.3 none 0 none 0

42 White 
Birch

live 6.8 none 0 none 0

43 White 
Birch 

live 9.1 none 0 none 0

44 Eastern 
Hemlock

live 13.7 none 0 none 0



Tree Species Tree 
Status

DBH
(inches)

Damage 
type 

crown

Damage 
% 

crown 

Damage 
type 
bole

Damage 
% bole

45 Eastern 
Hemlock

live 5.2 none 0 none 0

46 Northern 
Red 

Spruce

dead 
down

DeadDeadDeadDeadDead

47 Northern 
Red 

Spruce

dead 
down

DeadDeadDeadDeadDead

48 Northern 
Red 

Spruce

live 4.5 none 0 none 0

49 White 
Birch

dead 
standing

8.2 no 
crown

100 none 0

50 white 
pine 

live 6.3 none 0 none 0

Table Summery of 1/10 Acre Plot Data Table
Species # of 

Trees 
2007

DBH 
Total

Averag
e DBH 
2007

# of 
Trees 
2012

DBH 
Total

Averag
e DBH 
2012

Change 
in 

Averag
e DBH

White 
Pine

5 42 8.4 6 54 9 +0.6

Eastern 
Hemlock

17 128 7.53 14 115.7 8.26 +0.73

American 
Beech

4 20.5 5.125 4 22.2 5.55 +0.425

Balsam 
Fir

4 13.9 3.475 3 8.3 2.77 -0.705

Northern 
Red 
Spruce 

3 17.5 5.83 4 22 5.5 -0.33



Species # of 
Trees 
2007

DBH 
Total

Averag
e DBH 
2007

# of 
Trees 
2012

DBH 
Total

Averag
e DBH 
2012

Change 
in 

Averag
e DBH

White 
Birch

7 53.8 7.69 6 48.6 8.1 +0.41

Red Oak 1 5.4 5.4 1 7.1 7.1 +1.7

Red 
Maple

1 5.8 5.8 1 6.4 6.4 +0.6

Northern Satellite Plot Data TableNorthern Satellite Plot Data TableNorthern Satellite Plot Data TableNorthern Satellite Plot Data TableNorthern Satellite Plot Data Table

Species % Ground 
Cover

Seedling/Sapling CountSeedling/Sapling Count

Shrubs (Total) 0% Tree Species Count

Wildflowers 10% Coniferous Saplings 0

Grasses 0% Deciduous Saplings 1

Dead Litter 100% Coniferous Seedlings 9

Bare Ground 0% Deciduous Seedlings 13

Ferns 45%

Fungi 0%

Mosses 50%

Seedlings 75%

Other

Eastern Satellite Plot Data TableEastern Satellite Plot Data TableEastern Satellite Plot Data TableEastern Satellite Plot Data TableEastern Satellite Plot Data Table

Species % Ground 
Cover

Seedling/Sapling CountSeedling/Sapling Count

Shrubs (Total) 0% Tree Species Count

Wildflowers 0% Coniferous Saplings 3



Grasses 0% Deciduous Saplings 0

Dead Litter 100% Coniferous Seedlings 4

Bare Ground 0% Deciduous Seedlings 0

Ferns 0%

Fungi 0%

Mosses 0%

Seedlings 15%

Other

Southern Satellite Plot Data TableSouthern Satellite Plot Data TableSouthern Satellite Plot Data TableSouthern Satellite Plot Data TableSouthern Satellite Plot Data Table

Species % Ground 
Cover

Seedling/Sapling CountSeedling/Sapling Count

Shrubs (Total) 0% Tree Species Count

Wildflowers 0% Coniferous Saplings 4

Grasses 0% Deciduous Saplings 1

Dead Litter 100% Coniferous Seedlings 0

Bare Ground 0% Deciduous Seedlings 0

Ferns 0%

Fungi 0%

Mosses 5%

Seedlings 0%

Other

Western Satellite Plot Data TableWestern Satellite Plot Data TableWestern Satellite Plot Data TableWestern Satellite Plot Data TableWestern Satellite Plot Data Table

Species % Ground 
Cover

Seedling/Sapling CountSeedling/Sapling Count

Shrubs (Total) 0% Tree Species Count



Wildflowers 0% Coniferous Saplings 0

Grasses 0% Deciduous Saplings 3

Dead Litter 100% Coniferous Seedlings 12

Bare Ground 0% Deciduous Seedlings 5

Ferns 0%

Fungi 0%

Mosses 10%

Seedlings 45%

Other

Soil DataSoil DataSoil DataSoil Data

Layer

pH

Moisture

Soil Type

O A B

5.5 5 4.5

67% 59% 56%

Organic Dirt Dirt and Clay Clay

Topography DataTopography Data

Slope 18%

Direction (Aspect) North-North West

Glaciation No, there are no glacial erratics or any other evidence

Elevation 100-150 feet

Proximity to Water

Direction North East

Distance 80 feet

Name Cathance

Type River



(2012 plot summary now)

(2062 plot summary 50 years)       !



(2112 plot summary 100 years)

Calculations:
! Few calculations were made for this experiment.  One of these calculations was 

to find the slope.  First, one finds two spots on the lot and measures the vertical and 

horizontal distance from each other (the rise and the run).  From here the vertical 

number is divided by the horizontal number.  This new decimal is converted to a percent 

by moving the decimal place to the right two places.  This percent is the slope.  The only 

other calculation was soil moisture.  Soil was gathered, weighed, then dried.  The dried 

soil was then weighed.  To find the soil moisture, the dried soil was divided by the 

original soil.  This decimal was also turned into a percent for the final number.

Graphs:



Main Plot Summary Graphs
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WP=White Pine	 	 AB=American Beech	 NRS=Northern Red Spruce	 NRO=Northern Red Oak
EH=Eastern Hemlock		 BF=Balsalm Fir	 WB=White Beech	 	 RM=Red Maple



Growth Model for Current Forest

Growth Model for the Forest in 50 Years



Growth Model for the Forest in 100 Years

Data  Analysis:
! The data tables and graphs above are for the main 1/10 acre and satellite plots.  

The first table is for the 1/10 acre plot.  This table shows the tree number, species, DBH, 

damage type/percent bole damage, and damage type/percent crown damage.  Because 

this table shows everything in the plot, it is summarized in the 2012 plot summary.  This 

is then graphed using a special program used by the Maine Forest Service 

Biometrician, Kenneth Lausten.  Given the species and DBH, the trees are plotted on 

pictorial graphs.  The recent trees are, 50 years, and 100 years are estimated and 

plotted.  These pictorial graphs are the last the in the graph section.



! The next data table shows out of all of the alive trees: the eight different species, 

number of them alive in 2007, total DBH in 2007, average DBH in 2007, the same three 

factors for 2012, and the change in average DBH over six years.  The change in 

average DBH over six years is charted by species in the first graph (a bar graph).  Each 

species is on the x-axis and the y-axis is the average change in DBH.

! The next four data tables show show the data for the four satellite plots that are 

outside the main plot.  In all the satellite plots 100 percent of the ground was covered in 

dead litter and there was zero percent bare ground.  The North satellite plot had the 

most seedlings and least amount of saplings.  There were twenty-two seedlings but only  

one sapling.  Interestingly, the South satellite plot has the most amount of saplings and 

the least amount of seedlings.  This plot had five saplings and no seedlings.

! The tables after the satellite plots were the soil data and topography tables.  

Topography has little significance on the tree data.  However, the soil data is quite 

important.  This table shows that the top layer of ground had a pH of 5.5, followed by 

the middle layer of 5 pH, and the bottom layer of 4.5 pH.  This means that as the ground 

gets deeper, the soil gets more acidic.

Conclusions:

! The hypothesis that was stated said “of the species present: White Birch, 

American Beech, White Pine, Balsam Fir, Eastern Hemlock, Northern Red Spruce, Red 

Oak, and Red Maple the White Pine will show the greatest growth over the past six 

years.” Based on the table summery, Red Oak had greatest average DBH growth over 

the six years. So the hypothesis is rejected.  However, this table may be misleading 

because the Red Oak species only had one tree in the plot over the six years. So it only 



measured the change of one tree. Another species that also showed high growth over 

the six years was the Eastern Hemlock. The Eastern Hemlock had 17 trees in 2007 and 

14 trees in 2012 with an average DBH change at positive 0.73. This is a measurement 

of many trees not just one and it was the second highest average DBH change behind 

the Red Oak. So in conclusion the Eastern Hemlock species had the greatest amount of 

growth over these past six years.  Another, smaller, conclusions made was the most 

populated tree, the Eastern Hemlock, with 14.

! During this experiment there were many sources of error. The first source of error 

could be human error. We had to find the DBH of all the trees, test the soil, find the 

slope of the environment, and determine the species of each tree. There could have 

been a miscalculation when finding slope or lack of knowledge could have lead to a 

misidentification of a tree. An example of a human error is we found this year that some 

of last year’s data was wrong. They misidentified four trees as red spruces when they 

were hemlocks. Information could have been misinterpreted when put into the lab or the 

testing of the soil could have been done wrong.  Oils of the skin could have changed 

soil pH, and little erosion of soil while handling it could have altered the soil moisture. 

There also could have been a mechanical error when making the plot’s graphs. These 

are the sources of error when performing this lab. 

! There are many improvements that can be made to the lab to make it more 

accurate. One of these improvements would be to have a clinometer.   A clinometer is a 

tool that helps you measure the high of trees. Another improvement that can be made 

would be to get a ladder to get a on the top view of the satellite plots. One more 

improvement that can be made to this lab would be to measure these trees in the spring 



and fall to see their growth every half year.  Then researchers would know when the 

trees have had a bad winter and many other variables as well. The final improvement 

would be to have two 1/10 of an acre plots that can be compared to help make an even 

more accurate conclusion on what tree species grow the best in these conditions. 

Those are some of the improvements that can be made to this lab to make it more 

accurate.
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